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 INTRODUCTION

The concentration of money related and Non-monetary examination is a key calculate deciding 
the destiny of any organization. The examination of money related and Non-budgetary proclamations is a 
procedure of assessing connection between segments of monetary explanations to acquire a superior 
comprehension in the company's execution. Monetary and Non-budgetary explanation investigation 
includes dissecting the association's money related articulations to separate data that can encourage basic 
leadership action. An examination of the money related explanation can uncover whether the firm will have 
the capacity to meet its long haul obligation duty, or monetarily troubled, organization utilizes its physical 
resources productively and ideal financing blend is kept up, regardless of whether firm is creating sufficient 
come back to its shareholders and whether it can maintain its upper hand. While the data utilized is 
verifiable, the aim is to plainly touch base with proposals and figures for the future instead of give a "photo 
of the past".

SUGAR INDUSTRY 

Sugar industry is critical to the Indian national economy because of its different commitments in 
the state of business and arrangement of crude materials to different enterprises. It had been properly 
brought up by late Shri. Fakhrudin Ali Ahmed who was the then minster for nourishment and horticulture. 
In his eleventh yearly broad meeting of the national league of co-agent processing plants constrained he 

Abstract:

The examination consider titled "Adequacy of Financial and Non-budgetary 
Incentives as Motivators in Maharashtra Sugar Sector" is a bit of research work done 
with a specific end goal to evaluate the money related strength, benefit, long haul 
dissolvability, effectiveness in resource usage of the five noteworthy sugar organizations 
working in the province of Maharashtra. The investigation has been led amid 2006-07 to 
2010-11 which is evident that the Ministry of Company Affairs, Ministry of Finance – 
Government of India, and in addition the Reserve Bank of India are truly thinking 
together for promote progression, and to decrease the bank rate of enthusiasm on the 
welfare of the organizations and the managing an account offices were approaching to 
help these businesses monetarily to enhance the efficiency and giving immediate and 
roundabout work for the normal man. Since, these sort of businesses essentially relies on 
rural generation and the same thus relies upon the geological and atmosphere states of a 
State which is over the hands of a basic man.
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tended to that "the co-agent sugar production lines in a few sections of the nation have turned into the image 
of industrialization in the improvement of subordinate businesses giving chances of work to the town 
society". The business gives work to around 35 million developments and 3.6 lakhs gifted and incompetent 
laborers. Further, it represents giving work to crores of thousands in the sugar exchange, transporting of 
sugarcane and sugar and so on. It's by - items are utilized as crude materials in enterprises, for example, 
liquor, plastics, synthetics, elastic, and fiberboard pharmaceuticals, paper, and so on. The sugar business as 
of late has traded sugar, along these lines gaining profitable outside trade other than it gives Rs.300 crores as 
duty to the legislature. Comprising these realities of significance it is positioned second among the real 
buyer ventures of this nation, next just cotton, material industry. In India, significant sugarcane developing 
states incorporates Uttar Pradesh, Maharashtra, Karnataka, Gujarat, Maharashtra, and Andhra Pradesh. 
These six states contribute over 85% of aggregate sugar creation in the nation. Uttar Pradesh and 
Maharashtra together contribute over 57% of aggregate creation.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

India is the fourth minimal effort sugar makers on the planet after Australia, Brazil and Thailand. 
India's cost of sugar creation is one-fourth of that in Europe. India's sugar segment confronts a fall in costs, 
rising crude material costs, constrained fare limit and an absence of adaptability to deliver ethanol for 
biofuel, examiner Licht said. Sugar is the second biggest agro-based industry in India. The business gives 
work to around two million talented and semi-gifted specialists other than the individuals who are utilized 
in auxiliary exercises, for the most part from provincial regions. In spite of the fact that the business 
contributes a ton to the financial improvement of the country, it is tormented with various issues, for 
example, repetitive vacillations, high help costs payable to ranchers, absence of sufficient working capital, 
halfway decontrol and the questionable fare standpoint. Worldwide sugar costs have fallen pointedly due to 
an enormous overabundance of generation driven by the world's driving makers, for example, Brazil, India 
and Thailand.

The Sugar Industry in Maharashtra assumes an imperative part in the financial improvement of the 
State, especially in provincial regions. Maharashtra is one of the main makers of sugar in the nation and its 
commitment is around 7% of the nation's aggregate sugar generation. At display, there are 47 sugar 
processes in Maharashtra of which 16 sugar factories are in helpful segment, 3 openly part and 28 in private 
area. At show 44 sugar factories are working and the rest of the 2 plants viz., Madura Sugars and 
Arunachalam Sugar Mills Limited are not working. The Agro based sugar plants assume a vital part in the 
financial development of rustic ranges with the sole intend to create vast scale coordinate business. Aside 
from that, a considerable measure of backhanded work to provincial populace is likewise given. 
Maharashtra Sugar industry is in charge of around 10% of the aggregate sugar generation in India. At show, 
the sugar business in Maharashtra remains in an aggregate wreckage like that of the other rustic enterprises.

SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

The examination 'Monetary Statement Analysis of sugar organizations in Maharashtra' is a lady 
endeavor to investigate different money related parts of sugar organizations. It examinations different 
angles, for example, liquidity, dissolvability, turn-over and so forth of the year 2006-07, 2007-08, 2008-09, 
2009-10, 2010-11. It is a particular report which is restricted to money related perspectives just and is 
simply in light of optional information which likewise constrains the extent of the investigation. The 
investigation highlights the budgetary position of the sugar organizations in Maharashtra for the 
examination time frame. The investigation comprehends the money related position and gives reasonable 
proposal to enhance their budgetary execution.

METHODOLOGY 

The wellspring of information for the examination is gathered from the yearly Reports and 
monetary record of select 5 sugar organizations in Maharashtra. The Companies considered are Bannari 
Amman Sugars(BAS), Ponni Sugars(PS), EID Parry(EID), Kothari Sugars(KS) and Rajshree Sugars(RS) 
all these are found and working in Maharashtra as it were. The goal of this paper is to break down and think 
about the Profitability, Liquidity, Long Term Solvency position and Efficiency in Asset Utilization of sugar 
organizations under examination and to offer discoveries and proposal to enhance the budgetary position of 
sugar organizations. The instrument utilized for the examination incorporates Ratio Analysis, Comparative 
Financial articulation, Common Size proclamation, Motaal's Comprehensive Test, Z – Score Ratio, Trend 
Analysis and Correlation and to comprehend the genuine budgetary position, incline projection made to 
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anticipated for the accompanying three years in view of the real position.Study was made for only five years 
and the present year was prohibited by virtue of the non accessibility of the information. It is construct is 
with respect to auxiliary information, were it is influenced by the innate impediments of the optional 
information.

CONCLUSION 

The investigation has been led amid 2006-07 to 2010-11 which is evident that the Ministry of 
Company Affairs, Ministry of Finance – Government of India, and in addition the Reserve Bank of India are 
truly thinking together for promote advancement, and to lessen the bank rate of enthusiasm on the welfare 
of the organizations and the managing an account offices were approaching to help these enterprises 
fiscally to enhance the profitability and giving immediate and backhanded work for the basic man. Since, 
these kind of enterprises fundamentally relies on horticultural creation and the same thus relies upon the 
geological and atmosphere states of a State which is over the hands of a normal man. It is discovered that on 
a normal every one of the units considered for the investigation are at normal to the business models and to 
the dependable guideline. While making with the Motaal's Comprehensive Test Kothari Sugars state in any 
case where all the sugar organizations considered for study ought to take in a lesson from Kothari Sugars. 
Rajshree Sugars demonstrates seven days proportion and suggests that it is to be bankrupted. It is a notice 
for different organizations to be at generally cunning. This specialist reasons that all the five noteworthy 
sugar organizations considered for think about demonstrates a normal profitability which can be expanded 
given these businesses specifically relies on rural creation where the concerned focal and state Government 
needs to answer whether these ventures will be at a Survival.
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